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NEW QUESTION: 1
Universal Containers has developed Apex code to manually create
AccountShare records to grant specific users access to
individual Accounts.What must the Architect do to ensure the

AccountShare records are not deleted when the owner of the
Account is changed?
A. Create the share records in a class with the "Without
Sharing" keyword.
B. Create the share records and set the RowCause to a custom
Apex Sharing Reason.
C. Create the share records and set the RowCause to Manual.
D. Create the share records with the Delete on Owner Change
field set to false.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which feature of HPE OneView for VMware vCenter enables you to
create additional nodes for an existing environment?
A. VMware autodeploy
B. Grow Cluster
C. REST API
D. Image Streamer
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A message flow needs to be designed such that available
messages must be processed in sequential order. Missing
messages in the sequence must be discarded if they appear
later. The solution developer implements this message flow
using Sequence and Resequence nodes. To meet the specifications
for this message flow, how should the solution developer wire
the Resequence node?
A. The Out and Expire terminals should be wired together, and
the Missing terminal should be left unwired.
B. The Out terminal should be wired, but the Expire and Missing
terminals should be left unwired.
C. The Out and Missing terminals should be wired together, and
the Expire terminal should be left unwired.
D. The Out, Expire, and Missing terminals should be wired
together.
Answer: A
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